Coherent conversion of photons to magnons, and back, provides a natural mechanism for rapid control of interactions between stationary spins with long coherence times and high-speed photons. Despite the large frequency difference between optical photons and magnons, coherent conversion can be achieved through a three-particle interaction between one magnon and two photons whose frequency difference is resonant with the magnon frequency, as in optomechanics with two photons and a phonon. The large spin density of a transparent ferromagnetic insulator (such as the ferrite yttrium iron garnet) in an optical cavity provides an intrinsic photon-magnon coupling strength that we calculate to exceed reported optomechanical couplings. A large cavity photon number and properly selected cavity detuning produce a predicted effective coupling strength sufficient for observing electromagnetically induced transparency and the Purcell effect, and even to reach the ultra-strong coupling regime.
Cavity optomechanics, the optical control of mechanical excitations, has formed the framework for demonstrations of slow light [1] and squeezed light [2] , and proposals for quantum memory [3] . In cavity optomechanics, radiation pressure couples the photons in optical or microwave cavities to the phonons of mechanical resonators. In addition to clarifying the fundamental nature of quantum interactions and noise, such studies can be applied to systems in which each excitation provides advantages; e.g., in quantum memory the photons serve as broad-band long distance information carriers and the phonons as long-time information storage. Spin waves, as elastic waves, are collective excitations and interact with light. Spin waves, however, are more easily decoupled from the environment than elastic waves, and can also be efficiently manipulated magnetically (in addition to electrically). These advantages suggest a new field, spin optodynamics, or "optomagnonics," in which optical or microwave fields are paired with these collective spin excitations, whose quanta are known as magnons. Magnons have been shown to efficiently replace radio-frequency (rf) phonons in microwave cavities, in which strong and ultrastrong couplings of magnons and microwave photons have been achieved via the interaction between magnons and the oscillating magnetic fields of the microwave photons [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recent realizations of weak optical whispering gallery mode coupling to magnetostatic spin waves in a yttrium iron garnet (YIG) sphere are perhaps the first examples of cavity optomagnonics [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Here, we describe a theoretical framework for optomagnonics, which takes place through the magnonphoton interaction in an optical cavity containing a magnetic slab, as shown in Fig. 1 . As in cavity optomechanics [13] [14] [15] [16] , in which the presence of elastic waves modifies the light transmission, here light transmission is modified by the magnetic media and the presence of magnons. In a microwave cavity a magnon couples to the magnetic component of the rf fields, and a microwave photon converts directly into a magnon, or vice versa, through a two-particle interaction. For the optomagnonic configuration a three-particle interaction couples a magnon and the electric component of the optical fields within the optical cavity. From the electron-radiation interaction, we calculate the intrinsic magnon-photon coupling strength (g 0 ) in YIG and find that it can be made comparable to or larger than the intrinsic phonon-photon coupling strength in cavity optomechanics. By virtue of detuning and a large photon number, g 0 can be enhanced to reach the strong coupling regime where an effective coupling g eff exceeds either the cavity linewidth or the magnon linewidth, and in these regimes electromagnetically induced transparency [1, 5, 17] and a Purcell enhancement [5, [18] [19] [20] can be achieved. We find even the ultra-strong regime in which g eff exceeds both is feasible. These developments in optomagnonics may also assist the low-dissipation propagation of magnons in spintronic devices. For example, an optomagnonic arrangement may form the basis for a high-efficiency, low-dissipation hybrid spintronic interconnect that transmits spin information in optical form. Developments in understanding coherent conversion between magnons and photons may therefore assist in connecting spintronic devices to a network for quantum communication. Furthermore, the nonreciprocal nature of the magnetic system allows for an isolating, diodelike character of the switching from one mode to another; that is, a first mode can be switched into a second, whereas the second mode does not switch into the first.
Intrinsic photon-magnon interactions. Photons interact with magnons through linear and quadratic magnetooptical coupling,
where ǫ αβ r (M) (α, β = x, y, z) is the relative dielectric tensor as a function of the magnetization (which includes the effect of magnons). The time average ensures energy conservation. The subscripts "1" and "2" denote two light beams that interact with the magnetization,
where i = 1, 2, E 0i = (2 ω i /ǫ 0 n 2 0 V ) 1/2 with n 0 the refractive index of YIG, and η, ξ, and ζ are the coordinates along the length, width, and thickness, respectively. We consider ω 1 ≈ ω 2 = (2πc 0 )/(n 0 λ 0 ), with c 0 the speed of light in vacuum, as the excited magnons have much less energy than the photons. e is the creation operator for cavity mode m. Here, m is a simplified notation for different modes, including distinguishing transverse electric (TE) and magnetic (TM). Although each field is written as a propagating wave, the summation with its Hermitian conjugate yields the appropriate cavity standing wave. YIG is almost transparent, so we consider only the Hermitian part of the dielectric tensor. For crystals with cubic symmetry and assuming the saturation magnetization is along the [001] direction, we have, up to linear order in M x and M y ,
with ǫ M 0 ẑ is the saturation magnetization [21, 22] . K and G 44 can be obtained from measurements [21, 22] of the magnetic circular birefringence,
and the magnetic linear birefringence,
with λ 0 the wavelength of the incident light. Applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [23] to the magnetization, we find
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and φ n (ξ, ζ) are the normalized functions for different magnon modes. We assume the cavity is subject to pinned magnetic boundary conditions on the edges of its cross section, that is,
where n = 1, 3, 5, ... and w is the half width of the cavity.
As the magnon modes we consider have frequencies of several GHz, and the dimension along the thickness direction is small compared with the magnon wavelength, we regard the magnon wave function as homogeneous along the direction of the slab thickness and so it is independent of ζ. The photon-magnon interaction then simplifies to
with g (±)
where
and S = 4wd is the area of the cavity cross section. The anti-Stokes and Stokes processes have different coupling rates g
mm ′ n , and g
m ′ mn . This asymmetry has recently been observed in the coupling between whispering gallery modes and magnon modes [11] . Here, we have explicitly written down the dependence of the intrinsic coupling rate g (±) mm ′ n on cavity and magnon mode numbers. For given mode numbers, we will use g (±) 0 for simplicity instead of g (±) mm ′ n . Φ MCB ≈ Φ MLB = 6.1 rad/cm for YIG [22, 24] , so we obtain g (−) 0 ≈ 2π × 27 Hz for the Stokes process (TE 00 →TM 31 + φ 3 with φ 3 the n = 3 magnon mode) of 1.55-µm incident light. A selection rule restricts transitions to those between different polarizations if Φ MCB = Φ MLB . Changing the ratio of Φ MCB to Φ MLB allows TE to TE and TM to TM transitions but the resulting rates are still much smaller than the TE to TM transitions. The nonreciprocal behavior of transitions from one mode to another is unique to the optomagnonic system, for time-reversal symmetry is broken. In the strong coupling regime discussed later, this feature and electromagnetically induced transparency produces an optical diode, in which the probe light of the TE mode is totally reflected into the TM mode, but is absorbed by the cavity for the other modes (including TM to TE). The nature of the control light interaction allows the direction of this optical diode to be switched with the frequency of the control light: Red detuning allows TM→TE but prevents TE→TM, whereas blue detuning allows TE→TM but prevents TM→TE.
The coupling rate also depends on the mode numbers. Along the thickness direction, the two lowest optical modes, together with the homogeneous magnon mode, yield the largest modal overlap. For the width direction, the coupling rates of the opposite-parity TE to TM transitions of other mode numbers differ from that value by less than 1%. The parity requirement ensures the integrand in Eqs. (11) and (12) is an even function along the width of the cavity.
The intrinsic photon-magnon coupling strengths in YIG exceed the reported photon-phonon coupling strength (2π × 2.7 Hz) in a cavity that supports strong optomechanical coupling [13] , suggesting the potential for cavity optomagnonics. Comparing the interaction Hamiltonian in the electro-optical, optomechanical, and optomagnonic systems using the same effective Hamiltonian,
, with ϕ (τ ) the optical phase shift (time) of a single round trip, the interaction strength and quality factor Q m for the three systems are reported in Table I with uniform parameters where possible and typical values for the electro-optical and optomechanical systems [25] . Table I shows that, within the same optical cavity, the optomagnonic coupling is ten times larger than the optomechanical coupling, as is the corresponding quality factor. Although the electro-optical coupling is even stronger, the poor quality factor of the fundamental frequency makes strong coupling in an electro-optical system much more difficult than in the other two systems. [27] [28] [29] has been proposed, so we also compare the cold atom g 0 following our three-particle definition (differing from the convention in Ref. [27] ) to YIG. The linear magneto-optical coupling in the dielectric tensor (Kǫ αβτ M τ , where ǫ αβτ is the Levi-Civita tensor) has the same form for both YIG and the vector ac-Stark effect in cold atoms. For cold atoms
87 Rb with d the electric dipole of the D 2 transition [30] , v the vector shift, ǫ 0 the vacuum permittivity, ∆ ca the detuning between the cavity resonance and the D 2 transition frequency, and γ the gyromagnetic ratio. Although K( 87 Rb)/K(YIG) ∼ 10 7 , the spin density ratio is so small that M 0 ( 87 Rb)/M 0 (YIG) ∼ 10 −11 . As
is of similar order as g 0 (YIG). Strong coupling regimes. In analogy to cavity optomechanics, we consider control light acting on the cavity as shown in Fig. 1(a) to enhance the photon-magnon interaction by a factor of √ N ℓ (with N ℓ the number of control light photons with frequency ω ℓ ). This can be understood in a frame rotating with ω ℓ , where q denotes the cavity resonance mode. Considering the cavity modes q and q ′ with specific transverse mode numbers m and m ′ , we will drop the subscripts of m and m ′ for simplicity. The system is then described by
where ∆ q ≡ ω ℓ − ω q is the detuning of a control light at frequency ω ℓ from the cavity resonance frequency ω q ≡ ω 0 , and a q (b k ) are the annihilation operators for the optical cavity modes (magnon of frequency ω k ).
We derive the equations of motion for b k and a q from the Heisenberg equation, and finḋ
with γ m = ω m /Q m the magnon damping rate, κ e,q the optical damping rate for cavity mode q, κ ′ q the parasitic optical damping rate into all other channels that are undetected (representing a loss of information), and κ q the total optical damping rate of mode q (κ q = κ e,q /2 + κ ′ q ). Sources of κ ′ q include homogeneous broadening due to a large linewidth of the cavity resonance allowing a direct conversion of the control laser into the cavity resonance mode, or an inhomogeneous broadening due to absorption by the mirrors of the cavity.
Introducing fluctuations (δa q and δb k ) to the steady states (ā q andb k ) of the optical modes [a q (t) =ā q + δa q (ω)e
−iωt ] and the magnon mode [b k (t) =b k + δb k (ω)e
−iωt ], we solve the linear Heisenberg-Langevin equations for the fluctuations in the frequency space, and obtain the cavity mode spectra,
and δa †
For the lower sideband of the probe light (ω ≡ ω p −ω ℓ < 0 with ω p the frequency of the probe light), δa q (ω) and δa † q (ω) are resonant when the control light is red detuned (∆ q = ω) and blue detuned (∆ q = −ω), respectively. The input-output boundary conditions δa out,q (ω) = δa in,q (ω) + (κ e,q /2) 1/2 δa q (ω) and δa † out,q (ω) = δa † in,q (ω) + (κ e,q /2) 1/2 δa † q (ω) yield the reflection amplitudes
for red detuning, and
for blue detuning, where
and κ (+) (ω) = κ (−) (−ω) * , with N ℓ,q±k = |ā q±k | 2 the photon number of control light with frequency ω l,q±k . The imaginary (real) part of κ (±) yields a correction to the resonance frequency (the line width) of the cavity mode due to the photon-magnon interaction. The interaction strength is enhanced by N ℓ,q±k , as shown in Eq. (19) . Thus
so even though the intrinsic coupling rate g
q,q−k,n is inversely proportional to √ V , g eff q,q−k,n is proportional to the control light power and is limited by the maximum allowable photon density.
With the control light red detuned from the cavity resonance, we plot the transmission (density plot) and reflection spectra of the anti-Stokes process as shown in Fig. 2 . When γ m < g eff < κ q , one can obtain electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . The asymptotic lines on the density plot denote the resonances with the cavity and with the magnon modes, respectively. The applied magnetic field is swept to tune the magnon mode frequency. When ω k is adjusted to be in resonance with the detuned control light, a transparency window is opened in the reflection spectra and its width is determined by g eff . The EIT properties can be determined by translating Eq. (13) to the Tavis-Cummings model for the fluctuations with the control light red detuned,
which yields two types of polaritons formed by cavity modes dressed by magnon modes. The energy state of the system can be labeled with the polariton number,
, whose energy level diagram is shown in Fig. 1(c) . ω ℓ is on resonance for the |M, N − 1 → |M, N transition whereas ω p is detuned by ω from the |M − 1, N → |M, N transition. The coexistence of the control and probe light forms a dark state that makes the probe light less absorbed.
In another regime, for κ q < g eff < γ m , magnons are damped so fast that there are no stable polariton states. On resonance with the magnon modes, the energy of a cavity photon is transferred to a magnon and control photon and then dissipated to the environment. The yellow curve in Fig. 2(d) shows the reflection spectrum of the probe light for the off-resonant case, and the blue one for the resonant case. The reflection is strongly reduced when the probe light, interacting with the control light, is resonant with the magnon modes.
For blue-detuned control light, the change in the reflection spectra with increasing control power is shown in Fig. 3 . The monotonic decrease of the linewidth as the control light power increases [ Fig. 3(d) ] indicates energy is transferred from the control light to the probe light. The reflection can even exceed one when the gain compensates the energy loss due to the cavity resonance. Figure 3(e) shows that there exists a critical power at which the reflection vanishes. Furthermore, the power is limited according to Eqs. (18) and (19), above which κ (+) = g eff /(γ m /2) cancels the cavity damping rate κ q and the reflection diverges, leading to a self-oscillation regime. Increasing the intrinsic optical damping rate moves the system from the undercoupled regime [η = κ e,q /(2κ q ) < 0.25] to the overcoupled one (0.25 < η ≤ 0.5), and the critical power decreases so that the reflection becomes divergent more gradually, yielding more ability to control the effect experimentally [31] .
To see the direction of power flow in the cavity, we plot the magnon linewidth as a function of detuning for a given control power in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g), considering the case with ω > 0 only, which corresponds to Stokes (anti-Stokes) process for blue (red) detuning. Figure 3 shows that, for blue detuning, the linewidth decreases as the detuning approaches the resonance with the magnon mode, which indicates that power flows from the control light to magnons, and that even parametric pumping of magnons can be achieved within the shaded range of the detuning. In contrast, for red detuning the linewidth increases as the detuning approaches the resonance with the magnon mode, which indicates that magnons can decay into the optical modes and thus the spin system can be cooled by detuning the control light. For a given γ m and κ q , increasing the control power (and thus g eff ) will lead to the ultrastrong limit (g eff > γ m , κ q ). We found that the corresponding magnon linewidth will not change qualitatively, but its magnitude will increase by orders of magnitude since it is proportional to (g eff ) 2 . To conclude, we have studied the photon-magnon in- teraction in an optical cavity made of a magnetic solid. The interaction is intrinsically greater than for optomechanics, and differs in character from the photon-magnon interaction in an microwave cavity. With control light and detuning of the probe light from the cavity resonance, this system can accomplish coherent conversion between a cavity mode and a magnon mode, or nonreciprocal conversion between two optical modes. As a basis for further studies of quantum dynamics, two classic coherent situations (electromagnetically induced transparency and the Purcell effect) have been simulated. We note that different aspects of optomagnonic systems have been investigated in a related work done simultaneously in Ref. [32] . We acknowledge support of the Center for Emergent Materials, a NSF MRSEC under Award No. DMR-1420451 and DARPA MESO.
